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Abstract. We investigate the possibilities of studying new physics in various processes
of t-quark production using kinematical distributions of the secondary lepton coming from
decay of t quarks. We show that the angular distributions of the secondary lepton are
insensitive to the anomalous tbW vertex and hence are pure probes of new physics in a
generic process of t-quark production. The effects of t polarization on the distributions
of the decay lepton are demonstrated for top-pair production process at a γγ-collider
mediated by a heavy Higgs boson.
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1. Introduction
As a result of the large mass of top quark and the consequent large coupling to the
longitudinal component of the W boson, it decays prior to hadronization. Hence,
the spin of the decaying top quark leaves its imprint on the kinematical distributions of the decay products: the W boson and the b quark. Possible new physics
of electro-weak symmetry breaking (EWSB) may alter t quark coupling with the
W boson leading to changed decay width and distributions. Further, new physics
may also appear in its production process potentially affecting kinematical distributions and possibly polarization. The simultaneous presence of new physics both
in production and decay processes of top quark may complicate the analysis and
it may become difficult to probe new physics couplings of top quark. However, if
one can construct observables that are sensitive to production and decay mechanism independent of each other, the analysis can be greatly simplified. It has been
shown that the angular distribution of the leptons from the decay of top quark is
insensitive to the anomalous tbW coupling in the 2 → 2 processes of top quark production [1] and also for a general process [2]. Here we extend the result by relaxing
the approximations used in the earlier analysis, for a general 2 → n process [3].
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2. Anomalous tbW interaction and lepton distribution
We treat the tbW vertex in a model independent way by parameterizing it as
·
¸
−ig µ
iσ µν
µ
Γ = √ γ (f1L PL + f1R PR ) −
(pt − pb )ν (f2L PL + f2R PR ) .
mW
2
(1)
For the SM we have f1L = 1 and the anomalous couplings f1R = f2L = f2R = 0.
Further we note that the contribution from f1R and f2L is proportional to mb and
will be absent in the vanishing mb limit. To show the decoupling of lepton angular
distribution from anomalous top coupling we assume
1. t-quark is on-shell, i.e. using narrow-width approximation for top quark and
2. anomalous couplings f1R , f2R and f2L are small, we retain terms linear in
them.
Using narrow-width approximation for top quark we can write the matrix element
square as
|M |2 =

πδ(p2t − m2t ) X
ρ(λ, λ0 )Γ(λ, λ0 );
mt Γt
0
λ,λ

ρ(λ, λ0 ) = Mρ (λ)Mρ∗ (λ0 )
Γ(λ, λ0 ) = MΓ (λ)MΓ∗ (λ0 ).
(2)

With this the differential cross-section for 2 → n process of top production followed
by its decay can be written as
"
Ã
#
!
n−1
n−1
X (2π)4
X
d3 pt Y d3 pi
0 4
dσ =
ρ(λ, λ )δ kA + kB − pt −
pi
2I
2Et (2π)3 i 2Ei (2π)3
i
λ,λ0
·
µ
¶
¸
1
(2π)4
d3 pb
d3 p ν
d3 p`
0 4
×
Γ(λ, λ )δ (pt − pb − pν − p` )
.
Γt
2mt
2Eb (2π)3 2Eν (2π)3 2E` (2π)3
(3)
The first term in eq. (3) can be written as dσ2→n (λ, λ0 ) dEt d cos θt after integration
in the lab frame, while we integrate the second term in the rest frame of the decaying
top quark as
Z
1 (2π)4
d3 pb
d3 pν
d3 p`
Γt 2mt
2E` (2π)3 2Eb (2π)3 2Eν (2π)3
×Γ(λ, λ0 )δ 4 (pt − pb − pν − p` )
E` hΓ(λ, λ0 )i
1
dE` dΩ` dp2W .
=
32Γt mt (2π)4 mt E`

(4)

Here the angular brackets indicate averaging over azimuthal angle between b quark
and decay lepton. In the rest frame of the top quark we have
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hΓ(λ, λ0 )i = g 4 mt E`0 |∆W (p2W )|2 A(λ, λ0 ) × F (E`0 ),
1
p2W −m2W +iΓW mW
±φ`

where ∆W (p2W ) =

is the W -propagator, A(±, ±) = (1 ± cos θ` ),

is the pure angular factor and F (E`0 ) is given as
·
µ
¶
mt p2W
0
2
2
2
∗
F (E` ) = (mt − mb − 2pt · pl ) |f1L | + <(f1L f2R )
mW pt · pl
¸
mb 2
mb mt 2
∗
∗
− 2<(f1L f2L )
p − <(f1L f1R )
p
,
mW W
pt · pl W

A(±, ∓) = sin θ` e

(5)

(6)

is angle independent factor that depends upon the lepton energy. It should be
noted here that all the anomalous couplings appear only in F (E`0 ). Combining the
production and decay part, we have


X
1

dσ2→n (λ, λ0 ) × g 4 Ac.m. (λ, λ0 )
dσ =
32 Γt mt (2π)4
0
λ,λ

×dEt d cos θt d cos θ` dφ` × E` F (E` ) dE` dp2W .
(7)
R
Further, we have Γt ∝ E` F (E` ) dE` dp2W . Thus, if we integrate over E` in eq. (7),
the factor containing anomalous couplings cancels between the numerator and Γt
in the denominator. This proves that the differential rates are independent of
anomalous tbW couplings once we integrate over lepton energy. Hence, the angular
distribution of lepton is independent of anomalous tbW couplings in any inertial
frame of reference and thus sensitive only to the production mechanism and possible
new physics therein. On the other hand, the energy distribution of the decay lepton
in the lab frame depends on the tbW vertex, i.e. possible new physics in top decay,
and also on energy-angular distribution of the produced top quarks, i.e. possible
new physics in top production. However, theRE`0 distribution in the rest frame of
the decaying top quark is given by dσ/dE`0 ∝ El0 F (El0 ) dp2W , hence sensitive only
to the decay vertex with proportionality constant absorbing the information about
production mechanism. In other words, the E`0 distribution (in the rest frame of
top quark) provides sensitivity to the anomalous tbW coupling independent of the
production mechanism of top quark. To summarize, the decay lepton distribution
can provide separate and pure probes of possible new physics in production and
decay of top quarks.
3. Polarization of top quark
Denoting the first line of eq. (3) by σ(λ, λ0 ), one can write the polarization density
matrix of the top quark as
1
Pt =
2

µ

1 + η3 η1 − iη2
η1 + iη2 1 − η3

¶
,

η3 = (σ(+, +) − σ(−, −))/σtot ,
where η1 = (σ(+, −) + σ(−, +))/σtot ,
i η2 = (σ(+, −) − σ(−, +))/σtot
(8)
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Figure 1. The distribution in the azimuthal angle of the lepton in the lab
frame for different top polarizations.

and σtot = σ(+, +) + σ(−, −). Here η3 is the longitudinal polarization of the
top quark or the average helicity, η2 is the transverse polarization normal to the
production plane and η1 is the transverse polarization in the production plane.
These polarizations can be calculated from the angular distribution of leptons as
ηi
σ(p` · si < 0) − σ(p` · si > 0)
=
, for i = 1, 2, 3
2
σ(p` · si < 0) + σ(p` · si > 0)

(9)

where si · sj = −δij and pt · si = 0. For pµt = Et (1, βt sin θt , 0, βt cos θt ), we have
sµ1 = (0, − cos θt , 0, sin θt ), sµ2 = (0, 0, 1, 0) and sµ3 = Et (βt , sin θt , 0, cos θt )/mt . The
measurement of ηi requires knowledge of si s. In other words, one requires to fully or
partially reconstruct top momentum in the lab frame. Alternatively, one can look
at the azimuthal distribution of leptons with respect to the top production plane
as (at least) a qualitative probe of top polarization. For demonstration, we choose
γγ → tt̄ with and without Higgs mediation and polarized photon beams. With the
help of variation in the photon polarization and the presence and absence of Higgs
exchange we generate ensemble of top quarks with varying polarization and show
the decay lepton azimuthal distribution in figure 1. We note that for this example
we have η1 = η2 = 0 and the values of η3 are indicated on the plot. We see that
the distribution is peaked at the top production plane (φ` = 0, 2π) for positively
polarized top and the height of peak decreases as polarization changes from positive
to negative value. For large negative value of polarization (−0.83) there is a dip in
the distribution in place of the peak near the top production plane. This qualitative
feature of the azimuthal distribution can be converted into quantitative measure
after establishing the correlation between η3 and height of the peak for a given
process.
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To conclude, we show that the lepton angular distribution is sensitive to top
polarization and production mechanism independent of anomalous tbW couplings
and E`0 distribution is sensitive to anomalous tbW coupling independent of top
production mechanism. Further, we show that azimuthal distribution of decay
lepton in the lab frame can be used to probe polarization of decaying top quark.
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